TweetChat to commemorate the 20th anniversary of VAWA!

Please join us for a TweetChat to commemorate the 20th anniversary of VAWA: "A Trip Down VAWA Lane: 20 Years of Activism"

Tuesday, September 30th, 1pm EST

How to participate:

Sign in to TweetChat using your twitter account. If you do not have a twitter account, you will need to create one to access tweetchat capabilities.

Use the hashtag #VAWA20th. Hashtags identify specific topics and those hashtags allow TweetChat to connect you with people talking about VAWA. Our town hall discussion will use the following hashtag #VAWA20th.

Start tweeting. We want to take social media by storm and saturate timelines with memories from coalition staff regarding the past 20 years. Using the TweetChat capabilities, each tweet will automatically have #VAWA20th added.